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The 9th day of the 9th month 2009 symbolizes for many in China eternal prosperity and happiness.
Consequently, September has become the Season of Brides, filling wedding venues across the
country with happy couples taking their first steps in a new life. Lifestyle is proud to offer the recently
affianced a non-sequential list of our ten Best Wedding Venues for 2009, selected by our expert panel
of judges.
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If these stones could speak…
Cocktails? White Doves? How about
the ancient stones of the Great Wall for
witnesses? The Commune by the Great
Wall offers all of these romantic nuptial flourishes to couples looking for a wedding with
truly memorable character, and their inhouse events planners have long experience in helping couples realize their
dreams.
With 12 villas exclusively designed by
some of Asia's top architects, Commune
is the first such initiative in China to win a
design award at the Venice bienniale, and
in 2005 was voted 'Best New Architecture
in China' by Business Week magazine.
Commune is located in a 8 square
kilometers of a lushly landscaped valley, an
hour and fifteen minutes from the city centre and from Peking International Airport, and
20 kilometers from Qinglong Qiao railway
station.

Contact information:
Add:Shuiguan Great Wall Exit,
Badaling Expressway, Beijing
Tel: +86-10-81181888
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Your Wedding, They do
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Let the romance begin… There is
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nothing quite as touching as to plan and
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be a part of someone's wedding, and the
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Sofitel Forebase Chongqing revels in its
responsibility to every happy couple. Each
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wedding can be completely customized to
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ensure you create the most memorable day
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possible. The ceremony and reception are
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just the start - why not include a cruise along
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the Yangtze on the hotel's own Sofitel 1,
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Looking for a dedicated honeymoon




and enjoy Chongqing's night raiments?
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bridal suite in a romantic hotel? Sofitel
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Forebase Chongqing is happy to provide
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for any and all needs. The bridal suite is a
romantic and magical place to spend your
wedding night.

Contact information:
Add:137 Keyuan 2 Road,
Jiulong Po District, Chongqing
Tel: +86 23 6863 9999 Ext: 6718
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Eternal Happiness Starts Here
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The Sheraton Changsha has welcomed many in-

!"#30060,000

ternational celebrities to experience its unique wed-

!" 20,000,000 

ding banquets since its opening in April 2007. Over
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300 weddings have been held here, comprising over

!"# 2000 
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60,000 guests, and costing over 20 million yuan, or
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300 per person - making the Sheraton the prime wed-
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ding venue in Changsha.
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its 7-metre high banqueting hall offers 670 square
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meters of floor space to ensure the biggest night of
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your life is as magical as possible. Their extensive plan-

The hotel itself covers 2000 square meters, and



ning team is on call to fulfill any request, guaranteeing
a memorable day for bride, groom and guests alike.
An innovative and extensive banqueting menu served
Contact information:
Add: Furong Zhonglu,
Changsha, Hunan
Tel: 0731-4888888
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on plates trimmed with rose petals makes a Sheraton
wedding the epitome of romance.
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The Heights
of Romance
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As Shanghai's trademark hotel, the

moon services for after the confetti has

Grand Hyatt Pudong offers the most lavish

settled. For a fresh perspective on wed-

and romantic wedding banquets in the Paris

ding banquets, look no further than the

of the East, with its style-minded team of

dreaming spire of the Grand Hyatt, over-

wedding planners.

looking the glittering Huangpu river.

The private 'one-to-one' professionalism of the Grand Hyatt's wedding experts
offers the most attentive service to couples,
and the team will be planning alongside you
from day one. Everyone wants their wedding to have its own special flavor, and with
their own uniquely stylish good taste, the
Grand Hyatt's team will assist you in making those decisions which will add a special sparkle to the big day.
The Grand Hyatt Pudong has put table
decoration and luxury catering at the heart
of its stylish wedding provision, as well as
lavish bridal suites and professional phoContact information:
Add: 88 Century Drive,
Pudong New Area, Shanghai
Tel: +86 21 50471234 ext. 8020

tography options, not to mention on-theday hair and beauty treatments for bride and
groom, and an attractive range of honey-
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The Joy is in the Details
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The Ritz-Carlton brand is renowned
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for the finest personalized service and
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genuine care to royal families, heads of
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state, and many other discerning guests.
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The Ritz-Carlton, Shenzhen can tailor-make

,!
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every wedding to suit the client's needs.
From the reservation onwards, the
Ritz-Carlton Shenzhen will manage every

!"

possible detail of your big day, from after-
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noon tea” bridal shower” and “ martini night”
bachelor parties to table dressing, flower
arranging, evening entertainment arrangement and even the graphic design of invitations and collaterals. The hotel also provides unique Rolls-Royce limousine service
and pre-event food tasting. The hotel's
dedicated catering and culinary team ensures a seamless experience for all
weddings, and can even advise on your
honeymoon.
The Ritz-Carlton, Shenzhen sets a
new standard in romantic elegance.
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Contact information:
Add: Fuhua Sanlu, Futian District,
Shenzhen, Guangdong Province
Tel: 0755-22222222

Resembling an ancient mythical Royal
palace, the Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City
Resort and Spa features minarets, archways and waterways, lush gardens and
courtyards, creating a truly unique fairy-tale
wedding venue, and yet is merely 90 minutes' drive from Beijing and Tianjin.
From the elaborate pomp of the
'Strains of harp and zither' Chinese-style
wedding banquet, to the classic romanticism of a Western-style garden ceremony,
the Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City can meet
the specific requirements of any couple.
From event logistics, entertainment, table
top set-up and floral arrangements to menu
selection, ensuring newlyweds a unique
wedding experience.
This truly is the place to compose your
own fairytale ending.
Contact information:
Add: 8 Zhujiang Road, Zhouliang Zhuang, Baodi,
Tianjin 301811, People's Republic of China
Tel: +86 22 5921 1234
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A Marriage for Olympians
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continental Beichen Hotel has become one of
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the capital's most stylish venues to tie the knot,
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at the heart of Beijing's world-famous Olympic
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Village. Celebrate in the hotel's newly-con-
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The best weddings have always been
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held in the best banqueting halls. The Inter-

structed banqueting hall, your big day per-
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fected through the gracious service of one the
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most professional teams of wedding planners
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in the city, and share in a stunningly romantic
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banquet courtesy of expert caterers, floral arrangements and table decorators. To add
more romance to your day, the Intercontinental Beichen has created a beautifully manicured
garden surrounding the premises, allowing the
hotel to reflect the vibrant green of nature. Stroll
with your beloved in these beautiful surroundings in the ancient capital, and it is easy to
imagine you're strolling in the legendary Garden of Immortal Peaches itself.
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Contact information:
Add: Building 4, Block 8, Beichen Xilu,
Chaoyang District, Beijing
Tel: +86 (10) 8437 1188
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Your Wish is Their Command
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Centrally situated in one of Beijing's

entertainment. The Hotel employs dedi-

most fashionable areas and adjacent to

cated wedding specialists to collaborate

Shin Kong Place shopping center, The Ritz-

with the bride and groom on all aspects of

Carlton Beijing is the first hotel that features

their most memorable day.

a fully-licensed in-house wedding chapel,

The Ritz-Carlton, Beijing offers the

nestled beside a delicate flower garden.

most exquisite wedding celebrations in the

!"

Follow your intimate ceremony with a luxu-

city, with the luxury and flexibility to meet all
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rious banquet in the opulent ballroom. A

Wedding related needs in one magnificent
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beauty room for preparations and separate

venue.
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dressing areas with premier amenities for
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both bride and groom crown the day with
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style.
As well as providing a luxurious physical venue for weddings, The Ritz-Carlton,
Beijing offers 'one-stop-shop' service for the
big day. The Hotel has partnered with other
leading wedding service providers to offer
guests everything from couture gown

Contact information:
Add: Jianguo Lu 83A, Chaoyang District, Beijing
Tel: (8610) 5908 8958

design, photography, videography to
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The Place to Say 'I Do'
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resort, The Ritz-Carlton, Sanya, sets a new
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benchmark for intimate and memorable
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weddings and honeymoons on the tropi-
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cal island of Hainan.
The ultra luxury resort which opened
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China's first international luxury lifestyle
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in April 2008 is Sanya's first resort to be
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able to offer guests an intimate waterfront
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wedding chapel - set against the breath-
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taking backdrop of the pristine white sand
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beach of Yalong Bay.
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At The Ritz-Carlton, Sanya compre-
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hensive wedding services extend from afternoon tea 'bridal showers' and 'martini
night' bachelor parties, to venue and table
dressing, flower arranging and bridal
bouquets, photographer and videographer
recommendations, evening entertainment
Contact information:
Add: Yalong Bay National Tourism Area,
Sanya, Hainan
Tel: +86 898 8898 8888
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arrangements and even the graphic design
of invitations and collaterals.
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The Sofitel Wanda Beijing offers a
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myriad themes for its wedding services -

Chinese or Western-Style
Weddings-The Choice is Yours

most notably its 'Eco-Friendly' offering to
suit the requests of health and environmentally-aware young people. Also on offer is
the 'Just Pink' package, allowing brides to
festoon their wedding venue with the color
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of their dreams. The 'Chocolate' theme of-
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fers sweet, melted happiness to
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newlyweds, and the popular 'China Red'
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sees a fusion of ancient custom with mod-
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ern innovation and style.
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tion to a romantic and creative Westernstyle banquet, at the Sofitel Wanda Beijing,
young lovers are truly spoilt for choice.
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From a traditional Old China celebra-
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Contact information:
Add: 93 Jianguo Lu, Chaoyang District, Beijing
Tel: 010-85996666
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